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Trends come and go, and now more than ever classics are revived. 2015 is the year of 

the mid century modern design style. It's all about reviving the classics, finishes, shapes, 

techniques and inserting them in modern ambiances where they fit harmoniously with 

other contemporary designs. 

 

In order to create a trendy mid century modern ambiance for summer BRABBU suggests 

the use of high contrast colors regardless of the room. Whether for kitchens, living, 

dining or bedrooms white and blue are always a good choice. Both are fresh and peaceful 

colors that will bring serenity to your home’s interiors.  

 

INCA Sofa, NANOOK Armchair, EANDA Bar Chair, NANOOK Dining Chair and EANDA 

Armchair will bring nature’s beauty and savageness elegantly.  Pick two or three pieces, 

contrasting the white and the blue colors and you will achieve a perfect and inviting mid 

century modern summer set.  

 

The velvet that covers INCA brings back the intense colour of the brilliantly weaved and 

colored cloths of the Inca Empire, while the shape of the sofa reminds us of the sculpted 

mountains in the landscape of Peru. INCA is an invitation to travel through history and 

live the greatness of a remarkable civilization. 

 

NANOOK chairs blend the beauty and grandiosity of the Artic bears through the robust 

body covered by synthetic leather. The chairs embody a myth from Inuit culture and tell a 

story while you leave yourself to its comfort. 

 

You can also pick the EANDA chairs. EANDA is the chairs’ matriarch. Its delicate 

structure gives the wealth that every room requires and the cotton softness enriches the 

human bodies. 
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